
CARDON TREATMENT TABLE (CTT) WITH PELVIC HEALTH PACKAGE

FEATURES
The Cardon Treatment Table with Pelvic Health package is a dual-purposed table. Uniquely designed and 

engineered. This leading pelvic table easily transforms into our popular orthopaedic treatment table.

This innovative table features a center section with a pelvic tilt that allows the therapist to easily adjust the seat 

upto 20 degrees. This allows the pelvis to rest in a more neutral and supported position, providing greater 

comfort for the patient and allowing the pelvic muscles to stay relaxed. The pressure is also removed off of the 

tailbone/sacrum which is helpful for clients who experience pain in these areas or who cannot tolerate prolonged 

pressure there for the duration of treatment. Tilting the middle section upwards also provides great support for 

the clinician’s shoulders, elbows and wrists; allowing their elbows to rest on the tilted pad when treating patients.

This table is designed for treating Pelvic Floor patients from both left and rightsides of the table as well as from 

the end of the table, and suitable for both methods of treatment. Thigh supports on the table can easily be 

removed to convert to a treatment table with a 3 piece head section for Physical Therapy and Massage Therapy 

within a multidisciplinary clinic.

PATENT PENDING

ON FRAME

500 LB
LIFTING CAPACITY

45
years
trusted

 provider

Available with tray

Powered pelvic tilt seat with 

handheld control for patient 

positioning and comfort

Angled footrest for maximum 

patient comfort

Shown in Deep Violet upholstery



Thigh support inserts slides 

along length of table

Straps provided to secure 

feet to footrests

CARDON TREATMENT TABLE

STANDARD MODEL:

3 Section Table

Electric Hi-Lo Control Soft Touch Footswitch

Height Adjustment 19" – 38"

Head Section Adjustment Positive locking system with dual head 

support

Center Section Pelvic tilt (up to 20 degrees) by powered 

actuator with handheld control

Leg Section Adjustment Gas spring

Caster System Dual lever retractable (4” casters)

Frame Construction High strength seamless tubular frame

Frame Color Powder coat in Gunmetal, Black or White

Upholstery Foam 1.5” thick

Antimicrobial Naugahyde 

Upholstery

Over 60 upholstery color options

SPECIFICATIONS:
Dynamic Lifting Capacity 500 lbs.

Dimensions 27" x 77"

Power Supply 120 Volt AC 60 Hz. Max. 2.5 Amp.

Fire Retardant Upholstery
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Massage head section

Massage head section with 

interchangeable pads for 

patients lying prone or supine

SOFT TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
Cardon’s patented Soft Touch Footswitch has been strategically positioned on 

the base of your treatment table. Minimal amount of pressure applied by your 

foot will raise and lower the table with ease.

cardonrehab.com


